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Hydrological observations are crucial for decision making for a wide range of water

resource challenges. Citizen science is a potentially useful approach to complement

existing observation networks to obtain this data. Previous projects, such as

CrowdHydrology, have demonstrated that it is possible to engage the public in

contributing hydrological observations. However, hydrological citizen science projects

related to streamflow have, so far, been based on the use of different kinds of

instruments or installations; in the case of stream level observations, this is usually a staff

gauge. While it may be relatively easy to install a staff gauge at a few river sites, the need

for a physical installation makes it difficult to scale this type of citizen science approach

to a larger number of sites because these gauges cannot be installed everywhere or

by everyone. Here, we present a smartphone app that allows collection of stream level

information at any place without any physical installation as an alternative approach. The

approach is similar to geocaching, with the difference that instead of finding treasure-

hunting sites, hydrological measurement sites can be generated by anyone and at any

location and these sites can be found by the initiator or other citizen scientists to add

another observation at another time. The app is based on a virtual staff gauge approach,

where a picture of a staff gauge is digitally inserted into a photo of a stream bank or a

bridge pillar, and the stream level during a subsequent field visit to that site is compared

to the staff gauge on the first picture. The first experiences with the use of the app

by citizen scientists were largely encouraging but also highlight a few challenges and

possible improvements.

Keywords: citizen science, smartphone app, water level class, crowdsourcing, data collection

INTRODUCTION

Data on the quantity and quality of water are needed for appropriate water management decisions.
However, hydrology and water resources management are frequently restricted by limited data
availability, particularly in data-scarce regions with urgent water management issues (Mulligan,
2013). The decline of national hydrological and meteorological observation networks (Vörösmarty
et al., 2001; Fekete et al., 2012; Ruhi et al., 2018) is frustrating, especially in light of the current
local and global water-related challenges, and those ahead, such as adaptation to extreme events
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and securing water resources for a growing population.
Although new observation techniques, including remote
sensing, geophysical methods, and wireless sensor networks,
provide exciting opportunities for new data collection, central
hydrological variables, such as soil moisture or streamflow
remain difficult to observe with a sufficient spatiotemporal
resolution. Therefore, crowd-based data collection might be a
valuable complementary approach to collect data and overcome
data limitations (Buytaert et al., 2014).

The idea to include the public in hydrological and
meteorological data collection is by no means new. The
Swedish meteorologist Tor Bergeron asked the public through
appeals over radio and phone calls to measure snow depth
(Bergeron, 1949) and rainfall (Bergeron, 1960) and to mail their
observations on postcards. This resulted in much more detailed
maps than would have been possible with official station data
alone. It allowed the creation of a snow depth map for an area
of one degree square covering Uppland, Sweden based on 98
observations by volunteers rather than data from only 12 official
stations (Bergeron, 1949). For the rainfall observations, Bergeron
and his co-workers developed the Pluvius rain gauge as an
inexpensive alternative to existing, official gauges. While later
there were ∼800 of these gauges in other parts in Sweden,
for the initial surveys during 1953 about 150 gauges were
distributed in a ∼30 km by ∼30 km area around Uppsala,
Sweden (Bergeron, 1960). Both of these projects led to a better
understanding of the influence of topography and vegetation
on precipitation formation. Even though these early studies
were very successful, similar approaches remained rare due
to the logistical challenge to transmit and enter the collected
data in a common database. However, recent developments in
information and communication technology provide exciting
new opportunities for citizen-science based approaches using text
messages (Lowry and Fienen, 2013; Weeser et al., 2018), websites
(e.g., Stream Tracker1), apps (e.g., Teacher et al., 2013; Davids
et al., 2018; Kampf et al., 2018; Photrack2), data mining (Smith
et al., 2015; Li et al., 2018) or custom-designed wearable sensors
(e.g., Hut et al., 2016; smartfin3). However, as stated by Jerad
Bales, the Chief scientist for hydrology at the U.S. Geological
Survey, “Crowdsourcing water-information is in its infancy [. . .],
and there remain major issues of data quality and sustainability
(Lowry and Fienen, 2013). Nevertheless, the use of crowdsourcing
to report routine water data, as well as information on floods and
droughts, needs to be creatively explored” (Bales, 2014).

With a large number of contributions from citizens, the
CrowdHydrology project4 (Lowry and Fienen, 2013) has (and still
does) successfully demonstrated that it is possible to engage the
public in hydrological measurements by asking them to submit
stream level observations via text messages. A similar system
was implemented in Cithyd5. However, these approaches using
staff gauges (scaled measurement sticks in the water) restrict the

1http://www.streamtracker.org
2http://www.photrack.ch/mobile.html
3https://smartfin.org/
4http://www.crowdhydrology.com
5http://www.cithyd.com/it/

number of places where stream levels can be observed because
staff gauges cannot be installed everywhere and by everyone.
In mountainous streams, a stable installation is challenging even
for hydrologists, and often permits are required before a staff
gauge can be installed. Furthermore, if a physical installation
is possible, one might consider installing a stream level logger
instead of a staff gauge as these loggers have become less
expensive and more reliable in recent years. Instead, we propose
an approach where anyone can start a measurement location
and the observations can be taken anywhere and by anyone.
Our approach is similar to geocaching6, with the difference that
instead of treasure hunting sites, stream level observation sites
are established and can be revisited by other citizen scientists.
In this paper, we describe the virtual staff gauge approach,
highlight several design considerations, and discuss whether
people understand the concept. In another study (Strobl et al.,
2019), we found that most people can classify the water level
correctly by comparing it to a reference picture with a virtual staff
gauge. Here the focus was on how well people are able to “install”
a virtual staff gauge in the app, i.e., taking the reference picture
and placing the staff gauge in this picture.

VIRTUAL STAFF GAUGE

General Approach
The advantage of the virtual staff gauge approach is that it avoids
physical installations and makes the setup of new observation
sites fast and easy. The basic idea behind our approach for stream
level observations is that it is usually possible to identify a number
of features in a stream or on the streambank, such as rocks,
that allow ranking of the stream levels (i.e., “below this tree but
above that rock”). While such stream level class observations
are not as precise as continuous stream level observations from
a staff gauge (i.e., no millimeter resolution) and provide more
qualitative information such as “the water level is very low”
or “there is a flood event,” they can be quite informative for
hydrological modeling (van Meerveld et al., 2017). The challenge
is to allow easy identification of the different stream level classes,
without the need for lengthy verbal descriptions. A picture is
helpful in this respect but needs to be amended by a scale. For
this, we use the virtual staff gauge approach (see also Figure 1):

• The user chooses a suitable site along a stream and identifies
the location on a map in the smartphone app.

• The user takes a picture of the streambank (perpendicular
to the flow direction and as level as possible, to minimize
contortion of the view). There should be some reference in the
picture, such as a bridge or stones and ideally, the picture is
taken during low flow conditions.

• An image of a yardstick with a number of classes is digitally
inserted into the picture as a virtual staff gauge. The user can
move the inserted staff gauge in the image and scale it so that
it covers the expected stream level variations.

6https://www.geocaching.com/
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FIGURE 1 | Series of screenshots showing the insertion of the virtual staff gauge in the reference picture: (A) insert the image of the staff gauge in the reference

picture, (B) scale the inserted image, and (C) move the image so that the blue line matches the stream level in the picture.

FIGURE 2 | The horizontal version of the staff gauge at the “Update Spot” interface as selectable buttons to report the new water level class observation.

Design/author: Philipp Hummer, SPOTTERON Citizen Science, www.spotteron.net.

This reference picture with the virtual staff gauge allows
anyone who visits the site at a later time to estimate the stream
level class by relating the current stream level to the features

on the photo and the virtual staff gauge (e.g., the stream level
has changed and is now above a certain rock). For this update,
a simplified horizontal staff gauge design is used in the “Update
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FIGURE 3 | Example of a water level time series obtained using the CrowdWater app (River Salzach, Austria). The pictures for one runoff event (and the reference

picture) are shown as an example in the top row.

Spot” interface of the app (Figure 2) that shows the full range
of class bars for input. To update a spot and provide a new
observation of the stream level, the user compares the current
stream level with the reference picture with the staff gauge in
the app, takes a new picture of the stream, clicks on the current
stream level class on the horizontal staff gauge and submits the
new observation to the data servers. Over time, this results in a
time series of water level observations (Figure 3). It is important
to note, that the user observes and enters the water level; the
new picture is only used for documentation. While automated
image recognition could be valuable, at this point we rather
rely on human eyes and interpretation and avoid issues such
as the exact location and angle when the picture is taken. The
pictures, however, allow data quality control. We have recently
developed the CrowdWater game as an approach to use these

pictures for crowdbased quality control of the water level class
data (see “Game”7).

Design Considerations and Initial Tests
Several decisions on the design of the virtual staff gauge had
to be taken before implementation in the smartphone app.
Early on it was decided to use relative stream level classes
instead of numeric values in, for instance, centimeters, as
there is an obvious limitation in the resolution of stream-
level observations that can be achieved with a virtual staff
gauge. Translating the virtual staff gauge levels to absolute levels
would also make the “virtual installation” much more time
consuming as it would require observations of different heights.

7https://www.crowdwater.ch
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FIGURE 4 | Early version of the virtual staff gauge with regular (A) and

irregular (B) class sizes.

Absolute levels would also be site-specific, i.e., the offset would
vary largely from place to place. Fortunately, absolute levels
are not needed for the potential use in hydrological modeling
because the relative values provide important information on
the timing of streamflow responses (Seibert and Vis, 2016;
van Meerveld et al., 2017).

In an early test with university students, two different types
of staff gauges were tested. In addition to regular class sizes
(as ultimately implemented in the app), we also tested irregular
class sizes (Figure 4), but this idea was discarded because some
users found it confusing and because it did not allow for as much
flexibility as we had hoped.

FIGURE 6 | The three staff gauges available in the app. Their ideal application

depends on the flow condition of the river at the time that the reference

picture is taken. Design/author: Philipp Hummer, SPOTTERON Citizen

Science, www.spotteron.net.

Once we had decided to have a non-metric virtual staff
gauge with regular class sizes, we started to discuss the
implementation with SPOTTERON, which is the app company
hired to develop the CrowdWater app. During these discussions,
the focus was largely on how to make the app intuitive to
use. A clearly visible blue wave on the virtual staff gauge
was chosen to indicate the stream level at the time that the
reference picture was taken (Figure 5). During placement,
the citizen scientists will highlight the stream level in the
photo with the water line in the staff gauge (Figure 1). We
decided to use ten classes on the virtual staff gauge; this was
a compromise between simplicity, resolution, and usability.
Through the use of a negative and positive scale, we tried
to make the image even more intuitive, as a negative value

FIGURE 5 | Examples of well-placed virtual staff gauges on (A) the opposite stream bank, (B) a rock in the stream, and (C) a bridge pillar, showing the blue wave at

the stream level when the site was established and the positive and negative scale above and below the current stream level, respectively.
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FIGURE 7 | Various staff gauge designs. Design/author: Philipp Hummer,

SPOTTERON Citizen Science, www.spotteron.net.

would indicate a stream level below the level in the reference
picture and a positive value above it (Figure 6). The stream
level numbers and class bars follow a neutral black/white
scheme to utilize contrast between the sections but also maintain
secondary visual weight.

We recommend that citizen scientists initiate a new measure-
ment site during low flow conditions because the reference points
are better visible during low flow conditions and this enables
future users to better assess the situation for an update. However,
this might be a strong restriction in practice and we, therefore,
decided to allow insertion of virtual staff gauges also in photos
taken during situations with high stream levels. To use suitable
staff gauges for all flow conditions, we decided to offer three
different staff gauges to the user (Figure 6). The green staff
gauge is best suited for rivers with a low water level at the time
that the reference picture is taken, as it still has many positive
classes (i.e., above the blue wave) to record stream levels for
higher flow conditions. The yellow staff gauge is well suited for
when the reference picture is taken at average flow conditions,
and the red staff gauge is ideal for high flow conditions. The
red, yellow and green staff gauges were chosen because strong,
vibrant colors visually communicate not only a difference but

also a development over time, e.g., traffic lights signal different
states of movement.

Virtual Staff Gauge Implementation
The virtual staff gauge was implemented as a so-called
“sticker”. Stickers are a common practice in app design;
they use image- or vector-based content as overlays in
photos that are taken on a smartphone. They are mainly
used in messenger tools, such as WhatsApp or Facebook
Messenger to add additional information or emotions to images.
Positioning and transformation are usually done by multi-
touch gestures for scaling, placement, and rotation. In this
case the sticker has to be moved so that the staff gauge is
aligned with the streambank or bridge pillar and the blue line
is located at the water level (Figure 1). By adopting such
a rather well-known input method, the use of the app is
more intuitive and, thus, optimizes usability. Obviously, using
an established technique also had technical advantages for
the implementation.

In practice, the placement of the staff gauge can happen
on bright or dark, blurry or clear, high- or low-saturation
pictures, taken by the users on all kinds of smartphone models
and cameras. Therefore, various designs for the virtual staff
gauges were tested on different backdrop images and directly
on smartphone screens (Figures 7, 8). To ensure that the staff
gauge is visible in various conditions, we used additional soft
shadows to enhance the edge contrast, but still let the staff
gauge immerse itself into the picture as part of the scenery. We
furthermore decided to strengthen the visual representation of
the areas above and below the stream level by using a blue hue
for all class bars below the water level and making them slightly
transparent (Figures 6–8).

TEST OF THE APP IN PRACTICE

CrowdWater App
The virtual staff gauge was implemented in the CrowdWater
smartphone app. The app was first launched for iOS and

FIGURE 8 | Staff gauge design variants in different environments. Design/author: Philipp Hummer, SPOTTERON Citizen Science, www.spotteron.net. Note that the

virtual staff gauges were not scaled nor placed correctly (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 9 | Screenshot of an intro slide that appears when the app is opened

for the first time. These can be re-watched anytime. The goal is to quickly

provide the most important information on the basic functionalities of the app.

Android in March 2017; there have been several updates
of the app since its initial launch. The app was promoted
on the CrowdWater homepage (see Footnote 7), through
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, and ResearchGate posts,
as well as on the CrowdWater YouTube channel and at
several conferences.

When starting the app, the user has to browse through a
number of intro-slides that explain the basic functionalities and
the interface of the app. Among them is the sticker function
of the virtual staff gauge (Figure 9). Additional guidance on
how to use the app in the form of texts, pictures and videos
are provided on the project homepage and in an explanatory
YouTube video8.

8https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ag4sHWf0yg

TABLE 1 | Collection of errors made by app-users grouped into broader error

categories and frequency of occurrence.

Frequency of

Error type occurrence

Staff gauge size

problem

Staff gauge too big +++

Staff gauge too small +

Staff gauge placement

problem

Wrong angle +++

Staff gauge not on the water surface +++

Unsuitable location Lack of reference structure for stream

level identification

++

Structure hidden by vegetation or snow +

Unclear which structure to use +

River bank too far away ++

Poor image quality +

Site not easily accessible .

No suitable site for staff gauge

placement available

.

Changes in the rating curve +

Multiple measurement sites at (almost)

the same location

+

Testing (e.g., beer glasses, not a river,

out of a train, etc.)

++

+++: occasional = more than 10 times; ++: seldom = 5–10 times; +: rare: less

than 5 times; . : not quantifiable.

Typical Mistakes
While users seem to understand the approach used in the
CrowdWater app in general, there were also a number of
recurrent mistakes related to the staff gauge placement or
size. These mistakes affect about 10% of the more than 500
reference pictures (Table 1). Staff gauge placement or size
problems could be due to users not having read the available
instruction material or not fully understanding the concept.
Some other issues are not directly related to setting up a
virtual staff gauge site but still affect the results, e.g., it
is less useful if users create new measurement sites in, or
close to, a location where another spot already exists than
when they update the existing spot or start a new site on a
different river.

Staff Gauge Placement Problem

The most common mistake was related to the placement
of the virtual staff gauge. Some users took pictures in the
direction of the flow (instead of perpendicular to the flow,
see example in Figure 10). This makes it almost impossible
to place a virtual staff gauge that allows subsequent level
observations because clear reference features are usually missing
on these pictures. Another placement related issue occurs
when the blue wave of the staff gauge is not located at
the water surface in the reference picture. This means that
the stream level of the reference picture is not at zero,
which could lead to confusion for other users when updating
the spot later on.

Staff Gauge Size Problems

In a number of cases, the size of the staff gauge was suboptimal.
This may be either because people do not realize that they
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FIGURE 10 | Examples of misplaced virtual staff gauges: (A) The picture was taken in the upstream direction instead of perpendicular to the flow direction, which

makes it impossible to estimate subsequent stream level changes, (B) The virtual staff gauge is so large that it is unlikely that the water level will reach different

classes and is therefore improbable to obtain an approximate representation of the stream hydrograph, (C) The small virtual staff gauge can show small changes in

the stream level, but cannot represent very high flows as anything above a medium flow falls into the highest class.

can resize the size of the staff gauge or do not understand
why it is useful to rescale the staff gauge. The perfect staff
gauge size is however, somewhat subjective and might to some
degree depend on the specific research question and data
needs for a site.

In our instruction material, we show the optimal case where
the highest class of the staff gauge reaches up to the level of the
highest in-bank flow. This may, however, be hard to imagine
for citizen scientists and is probably also not considered when
users place their first virtual staff gauge. Staff gauges that are
too large are not only unrealistic (i.e., the stream level is very
unlikely to rise into the highest classes) but this also reduces
the variation in future observations because it is less likely that
a change in stream level is large enough to reach the next
class. There were also a few cases where the staff gauge was
too small. A small staff gauge can make it hard to determine
the class of the current stream level because the differences
between the classes are too small. It also makes it hard to
document very high or very low flows. Furthermore, finding
the location of the measurement site can be challenging when
users take a very detailed (zoomed-in) picture of the reference
structure. This issue was more common for small staff gauges
and could probably be solved by implementing an option to
add an overview photo that shows the general location of the
reference structure.

Unsuitable Location

An obvious problem are pictures that lack references for level
identification or pictures where a staff gauge was not inserted

in the picture. Optimal conditions to place a virtual staff
gauge, such as a vertical wall on the opposite river bank
or a vertical structure like a rock or bridge pillar in the
river, are sometimes hard to find. At least in some cases,
the reason for problematic pictures could also be that the
rivers were not easily accessible or had no suitable reference
features but people still wanted to take a picture to establish a
measurement site. Another problem is that in some locations
the vegetation growth obscures features on the river bank
that were visible when the reference picture was taken (e.g.,
in winter when there was no vegetation). This makes it
nearly impossible to compare stream levels properly. Reference
pictures with snow can also make it difficult to assess the
stream level later on.

On wide rivers, it is difficult to place a reasonably sized staff
gauge at the opposite river bank and still observe changes in
stream levels. Furthermore, in these cases, the quality of the
pictures is often low due to zooming. This problem can be solved
at locations with an instream structure (such as a bridge pillar)
and placing the staff gauge along a pillar.

Changes due to erosion or sedimentation are another
issue. In these cases stream levels are not a reliable
indicator of streamflow. Our dataset contains one site
where the riverbed changed quite drastically due to
deposited sediment. Because the reference structure
(a concrete wall next to a bridge) stayed in place,
approximately the same flow meant a different stream level
class compared to the situation in the reference picture
taken before the sediment was deposited. The solution
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to this problem would be to archive the reference picture and
create a new one.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we presented a new citizen science approach
based on virtual staff gauges that allow crowd-based stream level
observations along any stream. The advantage of this approach
is that no physical installations are needed, which makes the
approach fully scalable, as it is easy and quick for anyone to set
up a new measurement site or contribute an observation to an
existing site. As discussed in this paper, during development and
testing of the virtual staff gauge approach, we identified several
issues that required modifications in the original design. Further
app developments and better guidance for app users on how to
set up a virtual staff gauge site will reduce the number of incorrect
sites in the future. Despite these challenges, the first experiences
from using the virtual staff gauge approach are encouraging and
show that this approach can be useful to collect stream level data
at many locations by citizen scientists.

In the first year since launching the smartphone app,
numerous measurement sites have been set up. On 3. September
2018, 2431 observations had been submitted by 218 users. For 79
of the 675 sites, more than five updates on the stream level class
had been submitted. The collected data have a limited resolution
due to the use of stream level classes and are sometimes spotty
in time. However, previous work using synthetic data indicates
that such data are still informative to constrain hydrological
models. Time series of precipitation and temperature are more
likely to be available than those of streamflow. The observed
stream level class data can, thus, be used in combination with
these time series to generate modeled streamflow time series. The
potential value of such data has been evaluated based on subsets
of existing data. These studies have indicated the value of water
level class data for model calibration (van Meerveld et al., 2017);

uncertain streamflow estimates were less informative (Etter
et al., 2018). The water level data collected in the CrowdWater
project are publicly available, and we expect them also to be
used for other uses, be it for research, flood protection or
leisure activities.

While our current focus is on measurement sites in
Switzerland, the app can be, and is already, used worldwide.
For developing and evaluating the value of the data obtained
with the virtual staff gauge approach countries with a relative
wealth of stream data, such as Switzerland, are favorable, but we
anticipate that, once developed and tested, the approach will be
most beneficial in regions where data are scarce.
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